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Sicarius1: was a Latin word (dagger-man) for "assassin", and by extension sometimes used to mean a
concealed dagger (sicae). (70 AD)

Modern Time
In this so-called modern civilized world, those who wield a dagger, knife or weapon in threat
upon persons to obtain unjust enrichment would face immediate retaliation before a tribunal
administering justice. The thief having been caught and accused is brought before a court to
obtain equitable justice where guilt must be proven beyond any reasonable doubt. Where
eyewitness accounts may have become insufficient, intangible proof taken from security cameras
offers evidence beyond any reasonable doubt. Law and legal precedence have allowed
information residing within the tangible electronic device to be entered and admitted as evidence
into court as being proof beyond any reasonable doubt. This intangible electronic data showing a
criminal’s activity would be nearly impossible to create without willing participation of the
accused.
We now direct attention to those well hidden financial pen and pencil crooks, oops, electronic
book-entry crooks. Book-entry system in the days of pen and pencil were commonly in tangible
paper form with appropriately added journal entries entered by trustworthy persons. Early on
August 25, 2011 at 9:32 EDT, Bank of America’s stock was valued at $8.70 a share after closing
the day before at $6.99 a share. Many media sources reported that Warren Buffet of Berkshire
Hathaway was to purchase $5 billion of Bank of America’s shares. Do book-entry crooks really
know they are crooks or are they just following blind teachings disguised as how to profit off the
market? Science teaches us that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. The
same reasoning should apply to the electronic markets, but does it really?
Combining projected yearly World Gross Domestic Product dollar amounts from 2010 to
somewhere in 2016 would finally reach a $600 Trillion Dollar mark which would approximately
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equal the $600 Trillion Current Day Derivatives Market where in year 2010 the Worlds GDP is
$62.8 Trillion and the United States is $14.7 Trillion. 2011 projected numbers respectively show
Global value $68.6 Trillion and $15.8 Trillion for the United States. Just for the sheets and grins,
projections show the Quadrillion mark would be reached in year 2020 or 2021; it ain’t a space
odyssey but a financial odyssey.
Remember that hard tangible money is created off the blood, sweat and work of the people. The
past also teaches that a person will usually resort to the easiest method to generate income.
Manufactured products have a finite value, that finite value should be reflected correctly in
market data. Hedging futures to control the cost of the products is reasonable, but the market has
long gone past that cost value as the intangible secondary derivative market exceeds the tangible
value of the primary market by approximately 50 to 1. So long as those who play in this magic
confabulated book-entry money world worship each others’ book-entry values, the scheme will
continue, regardless of how fraudulent it is. However, if one day this mutual worship of these
wildly distorted book entries is lost, then Holy Hell will follow as financial worth will crash into
the bowels of deleted binary numbers.
Financial institutions and governments of the world have been pushing people toward an
electronic world all in the name of savings. Herein, paradoxes, where the banks and governments
push electronic intangibles, the courts still require tangible proof. Judges scream along with
counsel, “You got that off the internet,” but they seem to fail to understand the internet is just a
copper/fiber optic connection to the financial institutions’ and governments’ electronic tangible
computers which hold the intangible data. Here we shall use a financial institution as an
example: when the financial institution’s counsel presents paper tangible copies, the court,
whether or not intentional, has failed to realize the source of the information is the same
electronic tangible computer passing the binary bit bucket data down copper/fiber optic to a
printer instead of over the internet. Other binary bit bucket data retrieved from the same tangible
computer presented as evidence by a party other than the financial institution’s counsel is
commonly ruled as inadmissible.
Matters not the method one is killed…dagger, pen, pencil, or binary data; causing death is a crime.

Let brotherly love continue. Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have
entertained angels unawares. Hebrews 13:1 and 2
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